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Kumulus S 2U24
Integrated. Efficient. Intelligent. 

The industry’s favorite entry-level 
solu�on for right-sized storage 

performance at an excep�onal price 
point. Expand a data center 

seamlessly with flexible hard drive 
and hybrid flash configura�on 

op�ons.

Kumulus S 2U12
Efficient. Agile. Scalable.  

Delivers advanced data 
protec�on, capacity, and 

performance at an entry-level 
cost. Save space but maximise 
capacity by expanding up to 48 

drives.

Kumulus S 5U84
Scalable. Efficient. Intelligent. 
An ultra-dense, intelligent solu�on 

for maximum capacity and 
performance at an excep�onally 
low TCO. Expand a data center 

seamlessly with single enclosures 
that host up to 1.1PB of data.
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Visit www.kloudstor.asia to find out more

Protected by ADAPT
Autonomic Distributed Alloca�on 
Protec�on Technology

RAID systems are engineered to protect against drive 
failure, but will affect overall system performance to be 
slower during rebuilds when storage capacity increases. 
ADAPT func�ons like RAID in that it is a data protec�on 
scheme, but prevents loss in performance by dispersing the 
parity out to a number of drives. This structure enables the 
ADAPT-enabled controllers to take advantage of the 
combined performance of all those drives to reduce rebuild 
�me by up to 95% during a drive failure.

Rebuild Time and Performance Under Failure

Metric Tradi�onal
RAID 8+2

106 Drive
ADAPT

24 Drive
ADAPT

56 Drive
ADAPT

Perf impact*,
1 drive down -41% -6%-23% -11%

Perf impact*,
2 drive down

Fault Tolerance:
3rd drive failure

-62% -12%-37% -20%

Rebuild 1 drive 55.5 hours 5.3 hours24 hours 10 hours

55.5 hours 25 hours9 hours 1.5 hours

A new infrastructure is evolving to cater to complexity caused by the 
phenomenal growth of data — a mul�-�er IT 4.0 architecture connec�ng 
the Cloud, the Edge, the Internet of Things, and  tradi�onal enterprise 
data centers.

The goal of kloudStor’s Kumulus storage systems is to solve the vast 
growth needs of public and private Cloud providers, the diverse and 
expanding needs of the Edge, and the specific and customized needs of 
service providers and tradi�onal data centers.

CONQUER
THE RISE OF DATA

Revolu�onary modular design

kloudStor’s Kumulus S-series Storage Systems, introduces a 
revolu�onary modular approach to building and deploying data 
center storage systems. The Kumulus S-series Storage Systems 
come in various form factors and capaci�es, bringing a new 
modular mix-and-match approach to system design — an 
innova�on that delivers IT architects and data center managers 
a versa�le architecture that’s built to grow.

You can manage your data growth with efficient, modular 
products with high capacity points unprecedented in the 
market today, while delivering ultra-reliable performance, data 
availability, and growth agility. Kumulus S-series Storage 
Systems provides the industry’s most flexible storage building 
blocks, allowing you to select controllers, disk types and other 
elements based on what your organiza�on requires.
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